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Executive Summary 

As requested by the City of Kamloops (the City), the Juniper Ridge Parent Advisory Council has completed a 

review of surveys sent to parents of Juniper families as part of the safer schools travel program. 

The objective of the Safer School Travel (SST) program is to make roads safer for children travelling to and from 

school, whether they are walking, cycling, taking transit, or coming by car. By making it safer for students to walk 

or cycle to school, we are working to change behaviors and promote walking and cycling as safe alternatives to 

being driven to school. The Safer School Travel program provides a step by step process to help elementary 

schools identify their specific road safety issues, define priorities and create realistic solutions for addressing 

these issues through the development of a Road Safety Plan which encompasses strategies from three key 

perspectives (the 3 E’s): Engineering, Education and Enforcement.   

The Safer School Travel Committee (SSTC) at Juniper Ridge Elementary School created and distributed a 

survey to households and neighbouring residents.  Once the surveys were collected and evaluated, the results 

of the surveys were compiled to form the backbone of this report.   

The SSTC makes 12 recommendations for engineering improvements to our school zone.  There are six 

recommendations pertaining to education as described in the framework of the program and one 

recommendation regarding enforcement.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Juniper Ridge Elementary School Parent Advisory Council (JRES PAC) has completed a draft report for the 

City of Kamloops (CoK), regarding Juniper Ridge Elementary School's (JRES) participation in the Safer Schools 

Travel Program (SSTP).  This draft report includes a summary of the key transportation issues at JRES, a 

summary of the results of surveys issued to parents and community members as well as a list of 

recommendations put forth for consideration to the CoK.  

1.1 Background 
In the Winter of 2014 a cross walk sign was knocked down at Qu'Appelle Blvd and Omineca Drive.  When the 

JRES PAC contact the City of Kamloops (CoK) to enquire about having it replaced JRES PAC learned about the 

existence of the Safer School Travel Program.   

The Principal at the time, Mr. Don Poelzer, indicated he was receiving phone calls and concerns regarding 

traffic during pick up and drop off times at the school from neighbours.  Mr. Poelzer also had some neighbours 

calling on a regular basis to complain about the idling, both noise and air-quality around the school as a result of 

personal vehicles during pick up (8:10-8:30 am) and drop off (2:15-2:40 pm) times.   

In the fall of 2015, the JRES PAC formed a Safer Schools Travel Committee (SSTC) to better understand 

transportation and travel for the students coming to JRES.   

In April 2016, surveys were sent to families of Juniper Ridge Parents to enquire about how their children get to 

school and their thoughts on transportation and routes within the Community of Juniper Ridge. A separate 

survey was also hand delivered to residences which share a directly boundary (street or property line) with the 

school.  

During the summer and fall of 2016, the surveys were summarized and draft conclusions and recommendations 

were made.  With the support of the new principal, Mr. Mike Bowden, a verbal account of this information was 

given to Mrs. Coleen Lepik of the CoK and will be summarized in this report. 

2.0 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF WORK 
The objective of the Safer School Travel (SST) program is to make roads safer for children travelling to and from 

school, whether they are walking, cycling, taking transit, or coming by car. By making it safer for students to 
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walk or cycle to school, we are working to change behaviors and promote walking and cycling as safe 

alternatives to being driven to school. The Safer School Travel program provides a step by step process to help 

elementary schools identify their specific road safety issues, define priorities and create realistic solutions for 

addressing these issues through the development of a Road Safety Plan which encompasses strategies from 

three key perspectives (the 3 E’s): Engineering, Education and Enforcement.  	

The scope of work required to meet this objective includes the following: 

• Form a PAC Sub-Committee 

• Generating a survey for families and neighbours of JRES; 

• Distributing and collecting the surveys; 

• Evaluating and summarizing the survey information; 

• Identifying school specific priorities;  

• Communicate with various stakeholders;  

• Formulating tangible conclusions and recommendations; and, 

• Presentation of this information in a letter report. 

 

3.0 SURVEY DESIGN  
3.1 Composition of JRES 
JRES is a Community School that includes 442 students (resulting from approximately 250 households), and 30 

staff members making it one of the largest elementary schools in School District #73.  The catchment area of 

the school includes the entire community of Juniper Ridge (Figure 1).  There is a staff parking lot with 32 parking 

stalls and two handicap stalls.  There is currently no designated parking for parents, daycares, buses or visiting 

school district staff. 

3.2 Survey Layout 
The Family Survey was presented form a school-centric point of view.  Asking parents how their children get to 

school, and then asking about concerns regarding conditions at the school and immediately surrounding streets 

and finally asking about conditions within the whole of Juniper. 
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Surveys went home with student in April 2016 in paper format and families were given 2 weeks to comment and 

submit the forms back.  Attached with the Family Survey was a double-sided map showcasing the eastern 

portion of Juniper Ridge on one side and the western portion of Juniper Ridge on the other side.  Of the 270 

surveys sent out; 147 were returned indicated a participation rate of 55%. A copy of the Family survey is 

contained in Appendix A.   

A simplified version of this survey was hand delivered to 42 neighbouring residences in April 2016. Of the 42 

residents surveys to be delivered, 10 were returned to the school indicating a participation rate of 24%; 

however, it is expected that some of these neighbours also have students attending JRES and would have 

completed the more comprehensive family survey and not the resident survey. 

For the sake of confidentiality and ease, the SSTC did not request names or addresses from Family Survey 

respondents, but rather had them mark the routes to and from school on the attached maps.  For the purposes 

of reviewing the Family Surveys the SSTC sorted the results into Five Zones as follows: West, Core, 

Neighbours, East and Bench.  The West Zone includes the newly developed areas of Juniper West with streets 

such as Galore and Emerald Drive and for the purposes of this assessment the West Zone also includes the 

developed areas Coldwater Drive and the western portion of Skeena Drive and Qu'Appelle Blvd.  Residents on 

Highland Place adjacent to the Juniper Ridge Market Store and all properties west of the roundabout are 

included in the West Zone. (Figure 2).  The Core Zone includes the original properties of Juniper immediately 

west of the school along the streets of Omineca Drive, Nechako Drive, Finlay Avenue and Abitibi Avenue. The 

Neighbours Zone includes all properties that share a property line or street access with the JRES.  The Cul de 

Sac of Nechako Drive is included in this Zone as they must past the school to leave their homes. As well, the 

residents of the strata complexes off Nechako Drive were considered to be in the Neighbour Zone.  For the 

purposes of interpretation, the neighbours and residents will be summarized together. The East Zone includes 

the eastern portions of Qu'Appelle Blvd and Skeena Drive from Adams Avenue to the including the streets of 

Capilano Drive, Churchill Avenue, Squamish Court and Babine Avenue.  The Bench Zone includes the 

Benchlands development at the far east end of Juniper both downslope east along Kicking Horse Drive and 

upslope to the southeast along Cheakamus Drive and all associated side streets and courts (Figure 3). 
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4.0 RESULTS 
4.1 PART 1 – HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
The first section of the survey asked parents and families how their children got to school and the route they 

took to do so.  Parents were asked what barriers prevented them from walking more.  Lastly, the parents were 

asked about Walking School Buses and their interest in participation of one.  A definition for a Walking School 

Bus was provided (Appendix A). 

4.2 West Zone 

In the West Zone, the area considered to be west of the roundabout and including the west end of Skeena Drive 

and Coldwater Drive, 31 surveys were submitted. 

Mode of Transportation 

The mode of transportation for those residents include 77% who drive to school; 16% who are partial mode 

users and use a combination of walk and drive; and, 6% who walk to school.   

Walking Bus 

10% of respondents currently participate in a walking school bus and 55% of respondents would like to learn 

more about how to become involved in one. 

Barriers 

The most common barriers for parents to walk are the need to get to work, weather, distance and time 

management.  There were a few respondents who added heavy backpacks, the age of their children the fact 

that the route is mostly uphill as a barrier for why they don’t walk more. 

Route Concerns 

The most common concern regarding the route to and from school from the west zone included the following:  

• The excessive speed of traffic along Skeena Drive and Qu’Appelle Blvd; 

• Congestion and speed of traffic in the round-about where children need to safely cross to get to and 

from school; and, 
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• The pedestrian crossing at Qu’Appelle and Juniper Gate (near the Juniper Park) is also noted as a 

concern on several surveys for poor visibility. 

4.2 Core Zone 

The Core Zone is the area considered to be the original properties of Juniper including the development directly 

west of the school and bound on the west by the roundabout. There were 40 surveys submitted. 

Mode of Transportation 

The mode of transportation for those residents include 60% who walk to school, 18% who drive to school; 23% 

who are partial mode users and use a combination of walk and drive. 

Walking Bus 

13% of respondents currently participate in a walking school bus and 30% of respondents would like to learn 

more about how to become involved in one. 

Barriers 

The most common barriers preventing from walking more were the need for parents to get to work, weather and 

time management.   

Route Concerns 

The most common concerns regarding the route to and from school from the Core Zone included the following:  

• The speed of traffic along Skeena Drive and Qu’Appelle Blvd.  

• Crosswalk at Omineca and Qu’Appelle Blvd is very busy and vehicles do not always stop. 

• Crossing Qu’Appelle Blvd at Bella Coola Court is dangerous.  The current footpath is inaccessible and 

poorly maintained.  Vehicles travelling west bound out of the school zone are usually speeding on the 

down slope 

• Vehicles not stopping along Qu’Appelle Blvd west of the school. 

• Vehicles blocking the visibility at Qu’Appelle Blvd and Omineca Drive. 
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• Access from Skeena Drive to Qu’Appelle using the ‘Fire Lane’ from Skeena Drive is not well maintained 

or lit. 

• People backing out of their driveways. 

4.3 Neighbours Zone 

The Neighbours Zone is the area considered to be properties sharing a street or property line with JRES. There 

were 22 surveys submitted.   

Mode of Transportation 

The mode of transportation for those residents include 77% who walk to school, 14% who drive to school; and, 

9% who are partial mode users and use a combination of walk and drive. 

Walking Bus 

14% of respondents currently participate in a walking school bus and 27% of respondents would like to learn 

more about how to become involved in one. 

Barriers 

The most common barriers to walking more for parents from the Neighbour Zone were needing to get to work 

and time management.   

Route Concerns 

The most common concerns regarding the route to and from school from the Neighbours Zone included the 

following:  

• Congestion of Nechako Drive immediately north of the school.  

• Children running across Nechako Drive; 

• Children from Daycare Buses running across the staff parking lot; 

• Vehicles on Nechako blocking driveways.  

• Vehicles idling on Nechako and Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

• Vehicles double parking. 
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• Vehicles blocking the visibility at Qu’Appelle Blvd and Omineca Drive. 

• Speeding along Adams Avenue as parent drop off and circle the school property.  

4.4 East Zone 

The East Zone is the area considered to be properties east along Qu’Appelle Blvd and Skeena drive from 

Adams Avenue to the east end of Qu’Appelle Blvd and all associated side streets and courts. There were 22 

surveys submitted.   

Mode of Transportation 

The mode of transportation for those residents include 40% who walk to school 20% who drive to school; and 

40% who are partial mode users and use a combination of walk and drive. 

Walking Bus 

None of the respondent from the east currently participate in a walking school bus and 30% of respondents 

would like to learn more about how to become involved in one. 

Barriers 

The most common barriers for parents from the East Zone were needing to get to work and time management.   

Route Concerns 

The most common concern regarding the route to and from school from the East Zone included the following:  

• Vehicles Speed along Qu’Appelle Blvd.; 

• The crosswalk at Adams Avenue has poor visibility and it not included in the school zone; 

• There is no crosswalk east/west crosswalk along Qu’Appelle Blvd. at the intersection of Churchill 

Avenue where there is a large intersection to cross; and, 

• Vehicles idling on Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

• Speeding along Adams Avenue as parent drop off and circle the school property.  
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4.5 Bench Zone 

The Bench Zone is the area considered to be properties of the Benchlands developments both upslope along 

Cheakamus Drive, downslope along Kicking Horse Drive and all associated side streets and courts. There were 

24 surveys submitted.   

Mode of Transportation 

The mode of transportation for those residents include 58% who drive to school; 29% who are partial mode 

users and use a combination of walk and drive; and, 13% who walk to school.  

Walking Bus 

8% of the respondents from the Bench Zone currently participate in a walking school bus and 54% of 

respondents would like to learn more about how to become involved in one. 

Barriers 

The most common barriers for parents to walk more from the Bench Zone were the need to get to work, 

weather, distance and time management. The prevalence of wildlife and age of children were also mentioned as 

barriers to walking. 

Route Concerns 

The most common concerns regarding the route to and from school from the Bench Zone included the following:  

• The intersection of Kicking Horse Drive/Qu’Appelle Blvd at Chekamus Drive is dangerous.  There is no 

stop sign, crosswalk or safe crossing to get children across to the sidewalk side of the street.  This 

intersection is not controlled and is located at at a blind hill; 

• There is no crosswalk connecting Qu’Appelle Blvd. at the intersection of Churchill Drive where there is a 

large intersection to cross and visibility is poor. 
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4.6 PART 2 – SCHOOL ZONE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
For the second part of the survey, parents were asked a series of School Zone Specific Questions and asked for 

comment on conditions “in and around the school zone” (Appendix A).  The responses from the various 

zones are tabulated below. 

Table 1: Responses to School Zone Specific Questions (expressed as percentage in favour) 

Question West Core Neighbours Residents East Bench 

1) Are you in favour of reducing traffic 
congestion within the school zone? 

90% 93% 91% 100% 100% 83% 

2) Are you in favour of establishing a 
safety zone around the school that 
would limit vehicle parking in 
designated areas during school 
hours? 

71% 75% 82% 100% 60% 54% 

3) Would you be in favour of 
establishing bike lanes around the 
school? 

65% 70% 50% 30% 70% 71% 

4) Are you be in favour of improving 
pedestrian crossings in the school 
zone? 

90% 95% 91% 100% 85% 92% 

5) Are you in favour of establishing a 
crossing-guard program? 

90% 88% 82% 80% 65% 75% 

6) If yes, would you be interested in 
helping with a crossing-guard 
program? 

23% 30% 23% 30% 10% 8% 

 

4.7 West Zone 
With regards to the questions about the school zone, 90% of respondents from the West Zone were interested 

in reducing traffic congestion within the school zone, but only 71% are in favour of establishing a safety zone 

that would restrict parking. 65% of respondent would like to see bike lanes around the school.  90% of 

respondents are in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone and 90% of respondents are in 

favour of a crossing guard program, although only 23% said they would be interested in helping.  

Regarding comments asking about the safety of the school zone, the most common comments from 

respondents in the West Zone including the following:  

• Students are not using the crosswalk at Omineca Dr. and Qu’Appelle Blvd, but rather are darting across 

Qu’Appelle Blvd within the school zone; 
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• Many parents sit and park in their vehicles for extended periods of time rather than use the limited 

amount of street space as a drop off zone;  

• Congestion on Nechako Drive as parents drop primary students off and circle the school, resulting in 

going through the school zone twice; and, 

• Drivers blocking crosswalks and ignoring signage, even temporarily. 

4.8 Core Zone 
With regards to the questions about the school zone, 93% of respondents in the Core Zone were interested in 

reducing traffic congestion within the school zone, and 75% are in favour of establishing a safety zone that 

would restrict parking. 70% of respondent would like to see bike lanes around the school.  95% of respondents 

are in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone and 88% of respondents are in favour of a 

crossing guard program, although only 30% said they would be interested in helping. 

Regarding comments asking about the school zone, the most common comments from respondents in the Core 

Zone including the following:  

• Crosswalk at Omineca and Qu’Appelle is dangerous. Needs a pedestrian light or better signage and 

reflectiveness. Vehicles park too close to cross walk and obstruct view of crossing students; 

• There is inadequate parking at the school; 

• The west end of the school zone along Qu'Appelle Blvd is on a blind hill.  By the time drivers see the 

school, they are already in the school zone and often going too quickly.  School zone needs to be longer 

and extend beyond the curve to the east; and 

• Dangerous levels of congestion on Nechako Dr. created by vehicles parking on both sides of the street.  

• School zone signs not visible or perhaps there is driver fatigue and they are ignored. 

4.9 Neighbour/Resident Zone 
With regards to the questions about the school zone, 91% of respondents in the Neighbour Zone were 

interested in reducing traffic congestion within the school zone, and 82% are in favour of establishing a safety 

zone that would restrict parking. 50% of respondent would like to see bike lanes around the school.  91% of 

respondents are in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone and 82% of respondents are in 

favour of a crossing guard program, although only 23% said they would be interested in helping. 
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Regarding comments asking about the school zone, the most common comments from respondents in the 

Neighbour Zone including the following:  

• Congestion on Nechako Drive north of the school is a safety concern; 

• Presence of Vehicles and Day Care Buses on Qu’Appelle in front of school obstruct the view of the 

Omineca/Qu’Appelle Blvd crosswalk; 

• Idling Vehicles on Qu’Appelle Blvd and Nechako Drive are a safety concern; and, 

• Students arriving from Day Care Buses run across the staff parking lot while staff are arriving. 

 

4.9.1 The Residents  

Residents are inferred to be people who share frontage or a property line with the school but do not have 

children attending JRES.  Of the 10 residents who responded to the survey, 100% of respondents were in 

favour of reducing traffic congestion within the school zone; limit vehicle parking during school hours; and, 

improving pedestrian crosswalks in the school zone. Only 30% of respondents were in favour of bikes lanes 

around the school and while 80% of respondents said they would be in favour of a crossing guard program, only 

30% said they would be interested in helping. 

Regarding comments asking about the school zone, the most common comments from Residents include the 

following:  

• Poor driving practices: Illegal Parking, Double Parking, Unsafe U-Turns; 

• Property Damage - Lawns, Irrigation and Retaining walls; 

• Students dashing across Nechako Dr.; 

• Lack of by-laws enforcement; and, 

• Lack of police enforcement. 

4.10 East Zone 
With regards to the questions about the school zone, 100% of respondents from the East Zone were interested 

in reducing traffic congestion within the school zone, but only 60% are in favour of establishing a safety zone 

that would restrict parking. 70% of respondent would like to see bike lanes around the school.  85% of 
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respondents are in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone and 65% of respondents are in 

favour of a crossing guard program, although only 10% said they would be interested in helping. 

Regarding comments asking about the school zone, the most common comments from respondents in the East 

Zone including the following:  

• Speeding along Qu’Appelle Blvd.; 

• School Zone should be longer along the eastern reach of Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

• Crosswalk at Adams Avenue is not within the school zone and the top of a blind hill.  

• Drivers not obeying signs and curb paint that indicate no-parking. 

• There is no road paint on Qu’Appelle Blvd marking lines, lanes or median. 

• Idling of Vehicles along Qu’Appelle Blvd is a safety concern;  

• Daycare Buses blocking the City Bus stop and causing day care children to dash across the staff 

parking lot while staff are arriving. 

4.11 Bench Zone 

With regards to the questions about the school zone, 83% of respondents from the Bench Zone were interested 

in reducing traffic congestion within the school zone, but only 54% are in favour of establishing a safety zone 

that would restrict parking. 71% of respondent would like to see bike lanes around the school.  92% of 

respondents are in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone and 75% of respondents are in 

favour of a crossing guard program, although only 8% said they would be interested in helping. 

School zone concerns from people from the Bench zone include the following: 

• Students getting out of cars and crossing roads not at the crosswalks around the school is quite 

dangerous; 

• Speeding in the school zone; and, 

• Parents parking instead of dropping off students. 
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4.12 PART 3 – TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS WITHIN THE GREATER 
JUNIPER RIDGE COMMUNITY  

The final portion of the survey asked respondants to add general comments about the transportation conditions 

in Juniper Ridge.  The most common concern was speeding along Qu’Appelle Blvd and Skeena Drive. 

Specifically that vehicles use Skeena Drive as a means to bypass the congestion in the school zone and 

transferring addition vehicle traffic to Skeena drive.  Additional comments that were included from multiple 

respondents regarding traffic in the community at large included the following: 

• Bus the kids within Juniper to JRES and eliminate individual drop offs. 

• Unclear and poorly maintained road paint and markings and zones on Qu’Appelle Blvd. (and worse or 

non-existent on other streets).  

• Congestion all around school.  Parents should use side streets. 

• School area is heavily used after school hours. Impose a 30 km/hr dawn till dusk 7 days a week in the 

school zone. 

• People driving too fast in the school zone.  

• Crosswalks not adequately marked or visible. 

• People not using crosswalks. 

• Visibility impeded by poor intersection design and blind spots created by fences and trees. 

5.0 INTERPRETATION OF SURVEY RESULTS 
5.1 PART 1 – HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
At the time of this survey, 38% of respondents drive their children to school, 39% walk their children to school 

and 23% use a combination of drive and walk to get to and from school each day. 

Unsurprisingly, the greatest number of parent who drive are from the West Zone (77%) and Bench Zone (58%). 

The highest percentage of walkers 77% and 60% come from the Neighbours and Core Zones, respectively.  

The most common barriers to walking include the speed of drivers along Qu’Appelle Blvd; condition and visibility 

of crosswalks; distance, weather and time management.  The West and Bench Zones furthest from the school 

are the most interested in learning about walking buses.  While these respondents were the most likely to drive, 

they were also the most interested in learning more about having walking buses from their zones.  
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Regarding their children's routes to school, survey respondents had the following input: 

• Concerns with speed along Qu’Appelle Blvd and Skeena Drive from all areas; 

• Congestion on Nechako Drive north of the school was mentioned as a safety concern from respondents 

in all zones both from both driving and walking families;  

• Poor Visibility of School Zone signage; 

• West Zone: Improve crosswalk at Qu’Appelle Blvd (Juniper Gate);  

• Core Zone: Improve visibility and of the crosswalk at Omenica Dr. by restricting parking and drop off on 

Qu’Appelle Blvd.; 

• Core Zone: Add a crosswalk at Bella Coola Court and Extend school zone to include this crosswalk;  

• Bench Zone: Add a crosswalk and/or three way stop at Cheakamus; 

• East Zone: Add a crosswalk at Churchhill Avenue and improve visibility 

• East Zone: Improve signage of crosswalk at Adams Avenue and extend school zone to include it.   

5.2 PART 2 – SCHOOL ZONE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
Overall, respondents feel strongly (93% in favour) of decrease congestion within the school zone during pick up 

and drop off times.  Respondents are highly in favour of improving pedestrian crosswalks within the school zone 

at 92% in favour.  Respondents are in somewhat in favour of some restrictions to parking and limiting parking in 

areas around the school (74%). Overall, respondents were least in favour of establishing bike lanes around the 

school (59%) with people who live furthest away from the school are more in favour of bikes lanes than those 

people living closest to the school (Residents 30% and Neighbours 50%). 80% of respondents are in favour of 

establishing a crossing guard program; however, only 21% of respondents would be interested in helping. 

Regarding the configuration of the school zone, survey respondents had the following input: 

• Restrict parking on Nechako Drive north of the school to one side of the road, and/or make that stretch 

of Nechako one-way; 

• Add a cross walk on the Nechako Drive on the north side of the school. 
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• Eliminated Drop off and Parking in Front of the school for both Day Care Buses and private vehicles as 

it impedes the visibility of the crosswalk at Omineca Drive and Qu’Appelle Blvd and blocks the public 

transportation bus stop; 

• Extend School Zone in both directions; 

• Add a crosswalk at Bella Coola Court and extend school zone to include this crosswalk;  

• Upgrade the Fire Path from Skeena Drive to Qu’Appelle Blvd., with better lighting and materials; 

• Make Adams Avenue part of the school zone;  

• Increase by-law and police presence and enforcement; and, 

• Designate areas for parking and areas for drop-off only. 

5.3 PART 3 – TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS WITHIN THE GREATER 
JUNIPER RIDGE COMMUNITY 

By far, the most common comment in all three categories was regarding speeding along Qu’Appelle Blvd and 

Skeena Drive are the most common and consistent worries from survey respondents.  As well, respondents 

were concerned about the following: 

• Speeding on Highland Road; 

• People don’t know how to use a round about; and, 

• Visibility and blind spots at the intersections of many side streets.  

6.0 SPECIFIC SUVERY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The current School Zone signage and transportation markings are shown on Figure 4. 

6.1 Crosswalk or 3-Way Stop at Chekamus Drive.  

In June 2016, a group of concerned parents in the Bench Zone, at arms length but with the support of the 

SSTC, contacted the CoK to determine the method for getting a 3-way stop and/or Crosswalk.  An assessment 

was completed and a three way stop at Qu’Appelle Blvd/Kicking Horse Drive and Cheakamus Drive was 

approved and installed by the CoK in August 2016.  Children from the Bench Zone can now safely cross Kicking 

Horse Drive/Qu’Appelle Blvd and continue on sidewalk to school.  
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6.2 Pedistrian Activated Light for the Crosswalk at the Intersection of 
Omineca Drive and Qu'Appelle Blvd.  

In August 2016, a representative from the SSTC contacted the CoK to get information on the requirements for a 

Pedestrian Activated Light for the Crosswalk at Omineca and Qu’Appelle Blvd.  Counts were completed in the 

fall of 2016 and the results indicated that the volume of foot traffic did not meet the requirements for getting a lit 

crosswalk. 

6.3 General Comments  
Surveys that offered unique recommendations to the committee are as follows: 

• Bus Students throughout Juniper to reduce congestion 

• Increased Police presence and enforcement during pick up and drop off times.   

• Increased By-laws presence and enforcement during pick up and drop off times. 

• Reduced speed should be all days and nights because the Community school is used by outside 

organizations and the property is used on evenings and weekends for soccer, playing and after hours 

activities (meetings, gym rentals, etc). 

• Any school zone parking restrictions will move congestion and parking issues onto side streets; 

• Reduce speed limit to 40 km/hr throughout Juniper. 

• Install Speed bumps along Qu’Appelle Blvd and Skeena Drive 

• Drivers wanting to avoid the school zone speed down Skeena Drive creating unsafe conditions. 

• Few crosswalks in the neighbourhood or at blind locations. 

• Restrict parking on Qu’Appelle and Nechako in FRONT of school 

• Ban non-resident parking on Nechako Drive in School Zone. 

• Turn Nechako Drive into a 1-Way Street. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The SSTC has evaluated the results of the surveys and performed a visual of the schools roads during pick up 

and drop off times.  The following conclusions have been made regarding observations made at the JRES: 

1. Overall, 39% of students are driven, 38% of students walk and 23% of students arrive using a 

combination of the two methods. This is lower than the provincial average of 50% of students being 

driven to school each day. 

2. Speeding in the School Zone and the greater community provides a barrier to students walking to 

school and creates unsafe conditions in the school zone. 

3. Other barriers to increased walking include the need for parents to get to work, weather, distance, time 

management, age of the students and wildlife. 

4. Some parents are participating in a Walking School Bus, but many more parents are interested in 

participating, especially from the West and Bench Zones. The school and PAC could help facilitate this. 

5. There is limited interest in having bike lanes throughout the school zone, but the responses varying 

widely by zone and the respondents nearest to the school are not in favour of adding bike lanes.  

6. There is much support for a crossing guard program at the intersection of Omineca Dr. and Qu’Appelle 

Blvd. There is less interested in helping on the part of survey respondents to organize or facilitate a 

crossing guard initiative. 

7. The congestion on Nechako Drive north of the school is a safety concern. Some restrictions on parking 

in that area are needed to create safer conditions and improve visibility.  

8. The congestion directly in front of the school created by Day Care buses and private creates hazardous 

visibility issues for people trying to use the crosswalk at Omineca Dr. and Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

9. Designated Parking for Day Care Vehicles is needed at JRES.  The current drop off for Day Care 

Vehicles creates poor visibility at and prevents Public Transit buses from using the bus stop.  The 

location of these Day Care vehicles in Front of the School also creates a safety concern for students 

crossing the staff parking lot to get to the school.  

10. Efforts should be made to reduce idling at JRES. 

11. Designated areas area needed for parking and for drop-off zones.   
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12. Upgrading the Fire Path from Skeena Drive to Qu’Appelle Blvd near the school, would help walking 

families get to school more safely. 

13. The current configuration of the school zone signage is ineffective at warning drivers of the school zone. 

14. A pedestrian activated crossing is needed at the intersection of Omineca Dr. and Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

would enhance safety in our community. 

15. A cross walk is needed at Cheakamus Drive. 

16. There are unclear and poorly maintained road paint and markings and zones on Qu’Appelle Blvd. within 

the school zone and east of the school zone.  

17.  Speed reduction measures are needed throughout Juniper Ridge, but most notably on Qu'Appelle Blvd, 

directly east and west of the school and along Skeena Drive where local traffic is diverted in order to 

avoid the school zone. 

18. Increased police and bylaw presence and enforcement of traffic conditions in our community would be 

welcome. 

7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the conclusions from above, combined with the anecdotal comments from survey respondents, the 

SSTC makes the following recommendations.  For recommendations that create specific engineering changes 

to the school zone please see Figure 5.  

It is recommended that engineering consideration be given to the following: 

1. In Juniper Ridge where the school is approached from both directions by cresting a hill, the SSTC feels 

that adequate warning is not being given and once drivers are warned of the school zone they are 

already at the school.  The SSTC understands from discussion with CoK that the policy for school zone 

signage requires that the school be visible or partially visible where the signs are placed.  We 

recommend that the school zone be extended in both directions along Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

2. We recommend that a crosswalk be added a Bella Coola Court and that the school zone be extended to 

include this cross walk. 

3. We recommend that the crosswalk at Adams Avenue be included in the school zone. 

4. We recommend that Adams Avenue be included in the school zone. 
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5. We recommend that a 3-way stop and crosswalk be added to the intersection of Qu’Appelle Blvd. 

Kicking Horse Drive and Chekamus Drive. This was completed in August 2016. 

6. We recommend that the process for investigating whether or not a pedestrian activated light is 

warranted at the intersection of Omineca Dr. and Qu’Appelle Blvd. This was completed in November 

2016 and our pedestrian counts do not meet the criteria for a light. 

7. We recommend increasing the existing no-parking zone (orange curb paint) along Qu'Appelle Blvd in 

front of the school to the corner of Qu’Appelle Blvd and Nechako Drive (including the Bus Stop). 

8. We recommend placing a no parking zone for the portion of Nechako Drive that is adjacent to the staff 

parking lot and north of the school.  We recommend that parking be allowed along the south side of 

Nechako Drive beside the playground and areas west of the Maintenance Gate. See Figure 5. 

9. We recommend that parking be restricted to no parking on the residence side of the street of Nechako.  

It is our understanding from the City of Kamloops that while this is an option, the residents must agree to 

either no-parking 24-hours/7-days a week which could impact their personal use, or allow parking at all 

times. More discussion with the stakeholders is needed; however, the 3 m set back from a stop sign 

would include at least two residences on this portion of Nechako Drive. 

10. We recommend that the drop off for Day Care Buses be moved off of Qu’Appelle Blvd and give a 

designated spot along Nechako Drive North of the school. More discussion with the stakeholders is 

needed on this point; however, they are currently parked illegally and creating a safety hazard for 

students. 

11. We recommend that the potion of Qu’Appelle Blvd adjacent to the school field be used as a drop off 

zone rather than a mixed drop off and parking zone.  We recommend that the area adjacent to the 

school field on Nechako Drive be designated for parking vehicles. 

12. We recommend that more line painting and lane demarcation be given to Qu'Appelle Blvd within and 

east of the school zone.  Perhaps a divided road could be considered for the east end of the school 

zone; however, residents and other stakeholders would need to be included in the discussion.   

It is recommended that education consideration be given to the following: 
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1. We recommend that pedestrian safety training be given to our students with a focus on primary aged 

children. Students and families at JRES should be given instruction on the importance of using 

crosswalks. 

2. We recommend that education materials be made available to our families regarding the formation of a 

walking school bus program. 

3. We recommend that education materials be made available on idling vehicles. 

4. We recommend that education materials be made available on the etiquette and use of drop of zones. 

5. We recommend that education materials be made available on how to successful navigate a 

roundabout. 

6. We recommend that JRES undertake a crossing guard program will increase the safety of students 

crossing Qu’Appelle Blvd at Omenica Dr. and help ease backed up traffic congestion. 

It is recommended that enforcement consideration be given to the following:  

1. We recommend increased By-Law and police presence during pick up and drop off times would have a 

beneficial effect on traffic congestion and driving practices.  
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8.0 CLOSING 
We trust the information in this report is sufficient to move forward with community stakeholders at the City of 

Kamloops and the RCMP.  We look forward to hearing from you regarding our proposed changes and progress 

that has been made to date. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned . 

Yours truly, 

 
 
 
Tracy Meldrum 
 
Juniper Ridge Elementary School Parent Advisory Council Chairperson 
/Safer Schools Travel Committee Chair  
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Appendix A:  
Example of Household and Resident Surveys  
Survey Date, March 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Juniper Ridge Elementary School Road Safety Plan Survey 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian: 
 
We are looking at ways to increase the safety of our students as they travel to and from school, whether they walk 
or bicycle, or travel by car or bus.  Your input is important.  Please take a few minutes to complete the following 
survey (one per household).  Please return to you child's teacher by Friday March 18th, 2016. 
 
Household/Family Specific Questions: 
 
Number of children in your household attending Juniper Ridge Elementary School: ________ 
 
Modes of Travel 
Please indicate the most frequent modes of travel to and from school (Please Circle Up to 3): 
 
Vehicle Walk  Cycle  School Bus/Day Care Bus Transit Bus Car Pool 
 

1) How many days a week do you drive your child to school? _______ 

2) How many days a week would you consider walking your child to school? _________  
 

3) What, if any, barriers are preventing you from walking more? 
 
 

 
Routes 
On the attached map, please mark your child’s usual route to school. If your route begins off the map, start 
marking where you join the map.  If the route home (P.M.) differs from the morning (A.M.) route, please 
mark a second route and label it.  
 
Do you have any safety concerns regarding you child's route to school? If so, please identify the area on the 
attached map. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 School District No. 73 (Kamloops/Thompson) 

 JUNIPER RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

2540 Qu’Appelle Blvd., Kamloops, BC  V2E 2E9 ·   Ph:  (250) 374-2305 ·  Fax:  (250) 377-2235 

Reach High ● Serve Well ● Learn Together      
  
  



1) Does your child currently participate in a Walking School Bus Program? Yes  /  No  (Please Circle One)  

(*A Walking School Bus is a group of children walking to school with one or more adults or with older students along 
designated routes. A Walking School Bus can be as informal as two families taking turns walking their children to 
school to as structured as a route with meeting points, a timetable and a regularly rotated schedule of volunteers.) 

 
2) Would you be interested joining a walking school bus program?  Yes  /  No   

School Zone Specific Questions: 
                  (Please Circle One) 

1) Are you in favour of reducing traffic congestion within the school zone?   Yes  /  No   

2) Are you in favour of establishing a safety zone around the school that would limit vehicle parking in 
designated areas during school hours?       Yes  /  No  

3) Would you be in favour of establishing bike lanes around the school?   Yes  /  No  

4) Are you in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone?    Yes  /  No   

5) Are you in favour of establishing a crossing-guard program?     Yes  /  No 

6) If yes, would you be interested in helping with a crossing-guard program?  Yes  /  No 

Do you have any safety concerns regarding road safety in and around the school zone? If so, please give the 
details of any safety concerns that you may have and indicate the specific locations by circling them on the 
attached map. Please provide any suggestions you may have to improve safety in our school zone. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Juniper Ridge Community Specific Questions: 
 
Do you have any safety concerns regarding road safety in and around the great Juniper Ridge Community? If 
so, please give the details of any safety concerns that you may have and indicate the specific locations by circling 
them on the attached map.  Please provide any suggestions you may have to improve safety in our community. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Thank you for your participation in this survey!  Your meaningful and constructive comments and suggestions 
will be reviewed and incorporated in the Safer Schools Travel Plan, which is a partnership with the City of 
Kamloops, the RCMP and Juniper Ridge Elementary School.  This will lead to Engineering, Enforcement and 
Education solutions that are specific to our school and community.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact Don Poelzer, Principal (don.poelzer@sd73.bc.ca) or Tracy Meldrum, 
PAC Chair (juniperridgepac@hotmail.com). 
 
Sincerely,  
The Safer Schools Travel Committee 
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Juniper Ridge Elementary School Road Safety Plan Survey 

Dear Neighbour: 
 

Juniper Ridge Elementary School (JRES) and the Parental Advisory Council (PAC) are working with the City of Kamloops and the RCMP to 
increase the safety of students as they travel to and from school. We understand the importance of the community input and would like 
to engage our immediate neighbours in this process. Please take the next few minutes to complete the following survey. Please return 
by Friday, April 8th to the school office.  
 
Street name and block: _______________________________________________________________ 
 

School Zone Specific Questions: 
                    (Please Circle One) 

1) Are you in favour of reducing traffic congestion within the school zone?    Yes  /  No   

2) Are you in favour of establishing a safety zone around the school that would limit vehicle parking in designated areas during 

school hours?          Yes  /  No  

3) Would you be in favour of establishing bike lanes around the school?    Yes  /  No  

4) Are you in favour of improving pedestrian crossings in the school zone?    Yes  /  No   

5) Are you in favour of establishing a crossing-guard program?      Yes  /  No 

6) If yes, would you be interested in helping with a crossing-guard program?  Yes  /  No 

Do you have any safety concerns regarding road safety in and around the school zone? If so, please give the details of any safety concerns 
that you may have and indicate the specific locations by circling them on the attached map. Please provide any suggestions you may 
have to improve safety in our school zone 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Juniper Ridge Community Specific Questions: 
 
Do you have any safety concerns regarding road safety in and around the great Juniper Ridge Community? If so, please give the details 
of any safety concerns that you may have and indicate the specific locations by circling them on the attached map.  Please provide any 
suggestions you may have to improve safety in our community. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Thank you for your participation in this survey! If you have any questions, please contact Don Poelzer, Principal 
(don.poelzer@sd73.bc.ca) or Tracy Meldrum, PAC Chair (juniperridgepac@hotmail.com). 
 

Sincerely,  
The Safer Schools Travel Committee 
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